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Assured Enterprises, Inc. acquires
Nova Defense & Aerospace International, LLC
Ret. Brig. Gen. William M. Jacobs joins Assured as its Chief, Federal Sector
Assured Enterprises, Inc., a leading cybersecurity firm based in Austin, Texas, with ties to the Federal
defense agencies and Intelligence Community, has acquired Nova Defense & Aerospace International,
LLC (NDAi). The former CEO of NDAi, Ret. Brig. Gen. William M. Jacobs, a member of the Board of
AFCEA International, has joined Assured as its Chief, Federal Sector.
Founded in 2009 in Alexandria, Virginia, NDAi is an experienced Intel/IT and business strategy consulting
firm. NDAi offers consulting expertise and experienced general management for the communities
associated with Intelligence and IT (I2), Diplomacy, Defense, Aerospace, Security, C4ISR, Cyber,
Linguistics, Program Management, Training, and Acquisition.
“With its high quality support for the nation’s defense and Intelligence Community, NDAi brings to
Assured Enterprises a wealth of battle-hardened field experience in the security industry. We are excited
to add NDAi to our cybersecurity team as we focus on securing the national infrastructure and its vital
commercial sectors,” stated Assured CEO Stephen Soble.
“We are honored to join Assured Enterprises’ first rate team to further its mission of providing state-of-theart cybersecurity products and sophisticated cybersecurity services. Assured’s new vulnerability
assessment tool, AssuredScanDKV™, is the new gold standard in deep software scanning. This patent
pending tool provides a cost effective roadmap for remediation of known vulnerabilities. This is a gamechanging product,” noted Bill Jacobs.
“Bill’s joining Assured as our Chief, Federal Sector, is a professional and personal honor. He brings
integrity, insight, knowledge and the finest character to our Federal Team,” said Stephen Soble.
“I am eager to introduce Assured’s cybersecurity solutions to the Department of Defense and the
Intelligence Community. Federal agencies, defense contractors and financial institutions that support the
DoD and the Federal Government are mandated by Executive Order, OMB Circular and DoD regulations
to adopt the state-of-the-art cybersecurity. Assured offers the only Deep Software Scanning on the
market,” Bill Jacobs added.
About Assured Enterprises:
Assured Enterprises offers proactive comprehensive cyber-security solutions to the Federal and
Commercial sectors. Built upon years of expertise in highly secure environments, Assured delivers
tailored products and solutions in Cyber Maturity, Exposures, Vulnerability and Risk Assessments,
Analysis, Analytics, Design and Architecture.
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